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Misic has been incorporated into the realm of active American
librarianship only in the past generation or so.^
Libraries of music, however, are not new. For hundreds
of years, lovers of the art have assiduously collected
manuscripts, books and scores which represented those
manifestations that most appealed to them. Catalogs of
naisical imprints are far from uncomnon.^
One of the first music collections was organized at the University
of Liverpool in Liverpool, England as early as 1859• This was followed
by the organization of collectioias in Nottingham, tranchester, and Birming¬
ham, Englemd.^ James Duff Brown was one of the pioneers who helped to
lay the foundations of modern library practice and technique in the area
of music. In 1893 wrote a pamphlet entitled "Guide to the Formation
of a Music Library" which provided the minimum practical assistance needed
by librarians in developing music collections.^
The modern music library caters not only to practitioners of the art,
but also to an ever growing body of listeners. Only a small proportion
^Music Library Association, tfasic and Libraries (Washington, D. C.:
Music Library Association, 1943)* P* 5»
3Lionel R. McColvin, ^sia Libraries. Vol. I (London: Grafton and





of these listeners may have sufficient interest to study the things they
hear« or to read about the composers,^ This interest offers material
for thought and cultviral development, and gives better understanding not
only of music but of other related areas of the fine arts. Frequently,
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this interest creates the desire for more definite musical knowledge.
The non-professional people who are interested in music should also be
provided for in the collections of music libraries. In order to be of
permanent value, the music collection must be established, expanded, and
maintained in accordance with a definite plan and modified from time to
time in view of the demands of the public.^
Rich has been written on the subject of music libraries and librarian-
ship. In making a survey of the literature dealing with music libraries
and librariauaship. Library Literature^ was examined for the years 1921
through 19^2. Thirteen theses were recorded which were related directly
or indirectly to the subject, ^ong these were four which are considered
worthy of mention because they are more directly related to this study.
In 1953 M. I. Baldwin wrote a master's thesis entitled "Misic Librarianship;
c
an Annotated Bibliography of Periodical Literature 1942 - June 1952";
1949 Johnson's thesis entitled "Music Libraries in Music Departments
«f P • 5 *
2:
Ifeii*. p- 6.
^E. T. Bryant, Misie Librarianship (London: James Clarke and:Oonpany,
1959). P. 8.
^Library Literature (New York: H. W. Wilson Company, /I92I-I962/) •
5
M. I. Baldwin, "Music Librarianship; An Annotated Bibliography of
Periodical Literature 1942-June 1952" (unpublished Master's thesis.
Graduate School of Library Science, Drexel Institute of Technology, 1953) •
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and Conservatories"^ vras written; in 1958 M. K, Wagner wrote a master’s
thesis on "Music Librarianship in the United States, 187^-1955;
Annotated, Classified Bibliography" ; and in 195^ Phyllis J, Dansby
wrote a master's thesis entitled "An Annotated Checklist of Music Books
3
and Periodicals Reconmended for the Liberal Arts College Library*,
impose g.ffope.
It is the purpose of this study to make an analysis of the contents
of periodical literature dealing with music libraries and librarianship
from 194^ through 19^2. This stirvey is made with the expectation that
it will point out the trends in music library literature including the
content of collections, and the organization and administration of music
libraries and collections. It should determine the subjects dealixig
with music libraries and librarianship on which articles have been written
most frequently, and the types of periodicals in which the articles appear.
This study should be helpful to librarians Interested in music library
service as a source of bibliography and for information dealing with
trends in music librarianship as revealed in this body of literature.
This investigation might lead to other detailed studies in regaurd to the
problems of developing and administering music collections and libraries.
E. M. Johnson, "Music Libraries in Music Departments and Conserva¬
tories" (vinpublished Master's, thesis. Department of Library Science, Uni¬
versity of Michigan, 1949) Zlii<3e3ced in Library Literature. 1949* P« 442/•
Si. K. Wagner, "Music Librarianship in the United States 1876-1955?
Annotated, Classified Bibliography* (unpublished Master's thesis. Department
of Library Science, Catholic University of America, 1958) Z^ii^exed in
Library Literature. 1958, p. 366/.
3
Phyllis.'J- Dansby, "An Annotated Checklist of Music Books and Periodicals
Recommended for the Liberal Arts College Library" (unpublished Master's thesis.
School of Library Service, Atlanta University, 1956) /Indexed in Library
Literature. 1956, p. 152/*
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Library Literature^ was searched to locate articles pertaining to
music libraries and librarianship. Seyenty-fiye articles were found for
inclusion in the study. These articles were read and the bibliographic
information and detailed content notes for each was recorded on 5” ^
cards.
The first step in the analysis of the 75 articles was to show the
frequency with which these articles appeared in specific periodicals.
Next, the number of articles published in each year from 194^ through 19^2
was charted.
The next stop was the analysis of the subject content of the articles.
For this purpose a checklist was constructed from the subjects covered in
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the articles as they were read and from E, T. Bryant's Music Librarianshin-
and_ Music Libraries by McColvin and Reeves Each of the articles was
analyzed by the checklist which follows:
Separate Music Library
Public Library. Music Department
College or University Library. Music Department












































Problems of Music Bibliographers
Writers in the Field of Music
The contents of the articles as revealed by the checklist were dis¬
cussed including the frequency with which the topics and ideas appeared
in periodical articles indexed in Library Literature. I946-I962.
These topics and ideas were discussed in Chapter II. The articles
are referred to by numbers as they appear in the annotated bibliography
which constitutes Chapter III.
CHAPTiB II
ANALYSIS OF ARTICLES DEALING WITH MJSIC LIBRARIES AND
LIBRARIAWSHIP FRC3M I946-I962
Analysis of Art idea on Music Libraries and LibrariapabiE,
by Year of Publication
An examination of Library Literature^ from 194^ through 19^2 revealed
that 75 articles on music libraries and librarianship were published in
19 periodicals. Sixteen of these articles were published in 19^0 which
was the largest number for any one year of the period covered in the
study. Eleven articles were published in 1951» 10 in 1961* seven in 19^2,
five in 1949* four each in I948 and in 1950* three each in 1952* 1953* 1954
and 1958• Two were published in 194^ in 1955• One was published in
1957 and in 1959 (see Table l). No articles were found for the two years,
1947 and 195^* There is an increase in the number of articles published
between the years of 1950 and 1951.* The number of publications decreases
during the years of 1952-1959* and increases between the years of 19^0 and
1981. The nimiber of articles published each year remains fairly constant
from 1952 through 1959 with from one to three articles appearing each year.
Analysis of Articles on Music Libraries and
libr^yi^ng^iip. l?y. Issl
Of the 75 articles analyzed for this study, the largest number, 22,
were published in Music Library Association Notes; 16 were published in
Library Journal; 14 in Library Trends: four in New Zealand Libraries: three
^Library Literature, op. cit.
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in Library Association Record; two in Illinois Libraries; two in South
African Libraries, and one in each of the remaining periodicals (see
Table 2) .
TABLE 1
NUMBER OF ARTICLES ON MUSIC LIBRARIES AND
LIBRARIANSHIP BY YEARS
Year
. ■ ■ „
Number of Articles Percentage
1946 2 2,66

















Subject Analysis of Articles on Music Libraries
&na,L,j.i)rar.j-8fisbip.
Music Departments in Public Libraries
Of the 75 articles analyzed in this study, 2J or per cent deal
with music departments located in public libraries. These were public
libraries in the United States as well as seme abroad. Those abroad were
located in the following countries: Great Britain, New Zealand, Germany,
Canada and Russia, The aspects of music library service treated in these
libraries were their material collections, including regulations for use;
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TABLE 2
LIST OF JOURNALS AND NUM3IR OF ARTICLES FOUND IN EACH ON
MUSIC LIBRARIES AND LIBRARIANSHEP
Name of Journal Ntuaber of Articles
Music Library Association 22
Library Journal l6
Library Trends 14
New Zealand Libraries 4
Library Association Record 3
Illinois Libraries 2
South African Libraries. ............ 2
California Library Association Bulletin. .... 1
Etude ........ ........ 1
The Horn Book 1
Iowa Library Qusrterly . 1
Journal of Cataloging and Classification .... 1
Jouz*nal of Documentation 1
Library Quarterly 1
Library Resources and Technical Services .... 1
Library World 1
Musical Quarterly. .... 1
Peabody Journal of Education .......... 1
UNESCO Bulletin for Libraries 1
Total 75
special activities; cataloging of materials; physical facilities; clien-
tels; acquisition policies; and personnel. Table 3 shows the frequency
with which each aspect was treated in the body of literature examined.
TABLE 3
FREQUENCY WITH WHICH ASPECTS OF MUSIC DEPARTMENTS IN PUBLIC
LIBRARIES WERE TREATED IN THE ARTICLES









Materials collections.—The information included in the 11 articles
dealing with materials collections all treated music scores, books, music
periodicals, recordings, films and manuscripts. In one article, a special
collection is discussed, one that is concerned mainly with providing music
scores in complete sets svifficient in number for a large orchestra (75)*
Another article is concerned with the musical rarities appearing in manu¬
script form in the public libraries on the West Coast in the United States
(59)* Tbe recording collections consisted of various types of music:
classical, jazz, language records, and a few popular works (20) (37) (^4)*
In most instsinces these record collections are available for hone use with
different time limits depending upon the individual library's policies
(12) (20) (37) (75)* Ttie time limits for these loans is given in only
one of the 11 articles analyzed. This loan period was eight months for
music scores (48). In addition to being available to their iranediate
clientele, several of these libraries cooperate through interlibrary loans
with other music libraries. This is done by providing photostat copies
of single manuscripts and by filming certain other works (25) (37) (^5) •
Physical facilities.—Of the seven articles which include material
on the physical facilities of public library music departments, a list of
needed facilities and equipment is given. Seminar roans are reccanuended
for group conferences and discussions (25) (84); sound-proof rooms for
listening to recorded music and for pianos (30) (37) (55) (^4); lighting
units with a combination of incandescent and fluorescent lights (55);
and special flat shelving for the storage of records and manuscripts (I9)
(41).
Special activities .--The seven articles concerned with special
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activities of a public library music department report a variety of
activities. These activities include listening sessions, both live and
recorded, which are sponsored for the public; composer forums; and work
with local music organizations. The listening sessions consist of live
chamber and string quartets using local symphonies (2?) (35) (37) 5
recorded programs presented to the public by radio broadcasts (lO). One
of the articles deals with a ccxnposer forum series sponsored by the music
division of the public library in the District of Columbia (26), This
program Included various contemporary cmposers discussing their music
with the assembled groups. After the discussion, with questions and
comments from the audience, the music was performed. Another article
deals with a series of live programs on jazz for young people sponsored
by the Dallas (Texas) Public Library (9)• Several libraries cooperate
with various local music organizations in their respective conmunities.
This type of cooperation includes working with local opera eind symphony
groups in sponsoring music programs (27) (35) (57) ; music librarians
speaking to civic groups concerning opportunities and facilities provided
by the music divisions in public libraries (9) (27); and seeking the
advice of local music experts In the selection of various music materials
(27) (57).
Clientele.—The clientele of public library music departments dis¬
cussed in six articles were varied in their composition. In addition to
serving practicing musicians, they also cater to students of music (12)
(26) (31) (35) (37), research scholars in music (14) (31) (37) (59)» and
the non-professional who listens and appreciates music (27) (3I) (35) (37) •
Music scores are provided for music students and research scholars, along
with books on music history, music theory, and other technical aspects of
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music. Recordings and books dealing with the appreciation of music,
listening prograiss and other facilities and actiTities are also provided
for the layman interested in music.
Acquisition policies.—^The five articles which deal with acquisition
policies of music divisions in public libraries are in agreement that
there is a great problem of selection of mvisic materials. This is due
to the vast amount and varied types of materials available. The policy
of acquisition, however, in many music libraries includes the purchasing
of current books and periodicals (37) (57)• incunabula (44)% music scores
(37)• recordings (20) (55) and manuscripts (44)• These materials are
ordered from American as well as European dealers (21) (66), and are all
geared toward meeting the needs of varied clientele.
Cataloging of materials.—Of the four articles which are concerned
with the cataloging of music materials in public libraries, two deal with
placing the thematic incipits on the main catalog cards of individual
works of certain of the great composers (11) (45) • This thematic incipit
consists of a sketch of the main melody, in a few notes, on the bottom
of the main entry card. This is done for the purpose of identification,
especially for composers of volvuninous works that are commonly referred to
by opus numbers. Other entries for musical works include subject, author
and title entries.
Fft-pflonnel—Of the two articles which treat personnel in the music
division of public libraries, both reccmmend that the music librarian have
a background in music and also training in library science (44) (57) • The
knowledge of music is felt to be particularly necessary as a prerequisite,
because music librarians are constantly called upon to participate with
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mvisical groups in the ccHununity, and further, a knowledge of music is
needed in interpreting the collection and in meeting the ntmierous demands
and questions from the clientele (44)• ^ knowledge of library science
is necessary for the proper organization, arrangement and serricing of
these materials.
Greneral Needs of (hisic Libraries
Thirteen articles or 17*3 cent of the 75 analyzed deal with
basic general needs of music libraries. These needs are essential to
all music libraries, including departments of music in public libraries;
music departments in college and university libraries; as well as separate
music libraries. These needs were divided into necessities relating to
materials, physical facilities and equipment, maintenance costs, and
technical procedures.
TABLE 4
EREQIDENCY OF ASPECTS TREATED IN ARTICLES CC»ICERNING
THE GENERAL NEEDS OF MCSIC LIBRARIES
Subject Number of Articles
Materials Needs 9
Physical Facilities and Equipment . . 8
Maintenance Costs 2
Technical Procedures 2
Materials needs.—-Of the four articles related to the materials needs
of music libraries in general, printed music is stated as being an im¬
portant part of the music library. This type of music is especially
useful to the practicing musician (22) . Several authors recommend
importing these scores, to a large degree, from European countries (22) (68).
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This is reconsnended because a large amount of standard repertory music
is not available in domestic editions. Other materials advocated as
needs of music libraries are recordings (5) (24) (43) (52) (69) • manu¬
scripts (5) (52) (69)t periodicals and books about music (52) (69) (72).
These materials are included for the purpose of meeting the demands of
the clientele found in all of the types of music libraries.
Physical facilities and eauiment.—In the eight articles treating
physical facilities and equipment of music libraries in general, it is
recommended that the music library be planned for continued increase in
physical volume so as to meet the needs of growing clientele (62). The
building should be as far ronoved as possible from noise, practice rooms,
and studios (62). Other recommendations include separate rooms for large
group listening (43), sufficient staff quazrters and proper arrangement of
the circulation end reference desks so as to aid a larger number of people
and be easily accessible to them (I4) (^2). Recommended equipment includes
twelve-inch shelving for scores and manuscripts (14) (69), pianos for
practice use (69), reading machines for the use of microfilm and microprint
scores (14) (69) , and earphones and phonographs for use with recordings
(5) (14) (69).
Maintenance costs.—Maintenance costs of music libraries in general
are considered in two articles. These expenses are the following: the
high cost of binding niusic (72), replacement costs (69), expensive cost
of scores and recordings (69), the stocking of different editions or
arrangements of one title or work (72), and the wear and tear on sheet
music used for rehearsal by musicians (69). These are maintenance costs
that are ccsmnon to all music libraries because of the variety of materials
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which appear in their collections, and the varied forma in which these
materials appear.
Technical procedures.—^Technical needs of music libraries in general,
8is discussed in three articles, include a set form for cataloging materials
(72), and the need for xmion lists of serials as well as union catalogs
(22) . A set form for the title page of music materials would enhance
speed and efficiency in the cataloging of these materials, and union
lists of serials as well as vinion catalogs would make the holdings of a
number of music libraries known. This would be a great asset to scholars
in music in enabling them to secure the needed materials through inter-
library loans.
Bibliographies
Ten or 13*3 P®r cent of the 75 articles analyzed include listings
of bibliographies in the field of music. These bibliographies are for
catalogs of music dealers (68), phonographic periodicals (4)» listings
of books in music (36) (54) (73l^ reference and selection tools (47) (^3)
(73)t scores, operas, songs, oratorios (21), and handbooks (71)• These
lists are for materials in the United States as well as for some foreign
countries. The foreign countries are Canada, Czechoslovakia, Germany,
Latin America, Great Britain, France, Italy, Greece and Austria.
College and University Libraries
Of the 75 articles analyzed in this study, six or eight per cent
deal with music departments located in college and university libraries.
Of the libraries discussed, three are located in the United States, and
three are located abroad. Those abroad are in New Zealand, England and
in the Philippines. Phases of music library service in college and
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university libraries discussed are the following: materials collections,
physical facilities, clientele and services*
TABLE 5
IRBQPENCY WITH WHICH ASPECTS OF MJSIC DEPARTMENTS IN COLLEGE
AND DNIVERSITT LIERARIES WERE TREATED IN THE ARTICLES





Clientele.—The clientele of music libraries found in colleges and
universities, as discussed in four articles, consists largely of in*
dividuals engaged in advanced research and musical scholeurship (42) (49)
(70); music students enrolled in these institutions (49) (70); members
of the music faculties of the institutions (49) (70); and to a certain
extent, the communities in which the institutions are located (39) (70).
Collections.—Four articles treat the materials collections found
in music departments of college and university libraries. These collections
contain sound recordings (49)« books and music scores (39)> folk songs
(74) t pastphlets and periodicals (74)* These materials are provided for
the purpose of fulfilling the objectives of the music curriculums in
these Institutions as well as for the reading and use of general student
bodies. These materials are made available for research purposes through
the making of photostat copies (30), and through the use of catalogs pro¬
vided for these collections (39) (70)•
Physical facilities.—Of the four articles which deal with the
physical facilities of music departments in college and university libraries.
l6
a list of facilities and eg.uipinent is given. These include sofas for
added comfort in the listening areas, easy chairs and writing tables,
soundproof rooms in the listening areas, and high-fidelity phonographs
of professional q.uality. Other equipment suggested include tape re¬
corders and pianos for practice use by students (l) (39) (42) (70).
Services «—There are two articles which are concerned with services
rendered by music departments in college and university libraries. Some
of these services include series of recorded programs for all students
of the institutions (70); use of special facilities by music classes
(70); weekly broadcasts to the general public of recorded music (70);
and exhibits presented for the benefit of the students eind faculties of
the respective institutions (42) (70).
Music Associations
rive or 6,6 per cent of the 75 articles analyzed are concerned with
music associations. Four of these articles discuss projects of the
Music Library Association in the United States, and one article deals
with an international program sponsored by IMESCO (8) (33) (34) (40) (5^) •
Music Library Association.—Some of the projects that have been
undertaken by the Music Library Association in the United States include
the following: In a cooperative effort in the cataloging of music
with cataloging rules for specialized music libraries and rviles for
making catalog cards for musical manuscripts (33); the preparation of
a new comprehensive history of American art music in 19^1 (40); and
suggestions for the function of the main entry recommended to the Inter¬
national Conference on Cataloging Principles in I961 (8). One article
discusses the purposes and objectives of the Music Library Association
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along with the trends in music libraries (5^) •
International program sponsored by UNESCO.--One article outlines
the project consisting of the compilation of music bibliographies for
the second half of the nineteenth century, sponsored by UNESCO. Every
cotuatry in the world which is known to hold, or is believed to hold, in
its libreirles music which ought to be included, has been requested to
cooperate in this project. The editorial centers are located in Paris,
France and in Cassel, Grermany, (34)*
Problems of Misic Bibliographers
Of the 75 articles analyzed, four or 5»3 per discuss problems
encountered by music bibliographers. Sane of these problems are cited
as being the following: a lack of publications appearing during the
war years in Europe (23); the high cost of proofreading and printing
(23); and widespread and continual re-editing which involves standard
works being transposed in a number of keys with various arrangements
(7) (38) (53).
Music Librarians
Fovir or 5*3 Per cent of the 75 articles analyzed deal with the
subject of music librarians. Phases of this subject discussed are their
functions and education.
Functions.—Functions of the music librarian, as treated in two
articles, center around bringing people and music together. This is
done by facilitating the ccmmunication between man and art by means of
the manuscripts and documents which contain the musical past and present
(17)• Xa European countries particularly, the music librarian often
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contributes directly to the fund of new musical knowledge by participating
in music groups and with music scholars (1?) . Many of them are trained
musicologists first, and librarians secondly (I3).
Education.—^There has been a lack of attention given to music in
library schools. This has been due partly to the small nvimber of music
students interested in library science as well as music (29), and the
small number of job opportunities for special music librarians. There
are, however, a number of schools that offer special courses in music
librarianship (29) (67). There were, in 1951» three library schools that
had special programs for training music librarians (29)• These three
schools were the University of Chicago, Florida State University in
Tallahassee and Simmons College in Boston.
Separate Music Libraries
Of the 75 articles included in this body of literature, three or
four per cent treat separate music libraries. Two of these are private
collections (4^) (50), and the other is related to Veterans hospitals
(51)• Each of these collections is discussed in terms of its speciality,
history, and possible uses. The specialities include sacred and seculEu:
vocal materials representing the main stream of American musical develop¬
ment from the eighteenth century through the Civil War (50); and, programs
of music in mid-century British America (4^) • These collections are of
value in musical research to scholars (50) . One of these collections,
the Inventory of Cuthbert Ogle, was founded in 1755 Williamsburg,
Virginia (46); and the Moravian Music Foundation was organized in I961
in Winston-Salem, North Carolina (50) .
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The Music Research Library
Of the 75 articles included in this body of literature, two or 2.6
per cent treat the music research library. One article discusses the
scope of the music research library (32), and the second article is
concerned with the needs of the music research libirary (6o).
Scone.—^The scope of the music research library should include
collections of foreign composers, manuscripts, texts, comprehensive
bibliographies, and works of the native country (32).
Needs.—Necessities of the music research library include the
following: facsimile reprints of early printed works, microcards and
microfilm, original materials and current publications.
Writers in Music
Of the 75 articles in this study, two or 2.6 per cent deal with
writers in the field of music. One article discusses the life of 7ohn
Tasker Howard, author and composer of music (2). The second article
gives a biographical sketch of Richard S. Hill, a writer of music
articles and reviews (15) . Both articles contain listings of these
writers,* written and musical works.
Appreciation of Music in the Home
Of the 75 articles analyzed in this study, one or I.3 per cent deal
with music appreciation in the home. Use should be made of music in the
early life of children through singing and through nursery rhymes.
Orchestral folk tales are also useful in teaching children the sound of
various instrxaments, and in acquainting them with various musical works.
Tastes, understanding and pleasure of music should be allowed to grow
unstiffled (58).
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Reference Function of the Music Catalog
One article or 1,3 per cent of the 75 analyzed was concerned with
the reference function of the music catalog. The reference function
includes making an added entry for each individual work of art under
its composer and the need for accurate identification of the contents
of records. Guides are cited to the contents of various music reference
works (18).
Summary and Conclusions
An analysis was made of the subjects on music libraries and librarian-
ship which appear in the 75 articles indexed in Library Literature.^
1946-1962. The frequency of occurrence of the subjects included in the
checklist revealed the amount of emphasis that was placed bn the various
subjects. An annotated bibliography of the 75 articles was compiled.
The entries are arranged in alphabetical order. Each entry is numbered,
and these corresponding numbers in parentheses are used to refer to the
articles in the discussion in Chapter II. Table 6 shows the freq.uency
with which phases of music libraries and librarianship appeared in the
periodical literature from 194^ through 19^2.
As a result of reading and analyzing these 75 articles pertaining
to music libraries and librarianship, it is evident that efforts are
being made to bring music and people together. This is manifested in
the various programs mentioned about libraries which are providing and
devising means to achieve this goal.
^Library Literature, on. cit.
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TABLE 6
IKEQPENCY WITH WHEOH PHASES OF MJSIO LIBRARIES AM) LIHRARIANSHIP
APPEARED IN PERIODICAL LITEEIATDRE, I946.1962
Subject Number of Articles
Misie Departments in Public Libraries 23
Needs of Music Libraries 13
Bibliographies 10
Music Departments in College and University
Libraries 6
Music Associations 5
Problems of Music Bibliographers 5
Music Librarians 4
Separate Music Libraries ........ 3
Music Research Library ..... 2
Writers in Music 2
Appreciation of Misic in the Home . 1
Reference Function of the Music Catalog 1
Total 75
Generally speaking, most of the writers seem to be in accord as to
basic eq.uipment and facilities needed in organizing music collections.
Some libraries are also concerned with the problem of selection for
music libraries. This need is also being met through the preparation
of bibliographies as guides for materials in all the music media.
There is also an effort being made to standardize rules for the
cataloging of music materials. This is being done on an international
as well as on a national level.
As another indication of the growth in music libraries and collections,
many of the articles deal with specific libraries and their collections.
Attention is given to the preparation of music librarians, and schools
offering such training.
CHAPTHl III
ANNCTATEb BIBLI0G5RAPHT OF ARTICLES DEALINS WITH MDSIC LIBRARIES
AND UBRARIANSHIP AS LISTED IN T.IRRARY T.ITERATURE.
1946-1962
1. Allan, Jean M. "The Reid Music Library, Dnirersity of Edinburgh,"
Library World. LI (NoTember, 1948)t 99-101.
Description of the Reid Music Library including historical
background, building,, collection and main contributors. Detailed
information concerning pamphlets and periodicals available in
this library.
2. Bellows, George Kent. "John Tasker Howard," Music Library Association
Notes. XI7, No. 4 (September, 1957), 501-506.
Brief biographical sketch of the life of John Tasker Howard,
author and composer of music. Contains a complete listing of
Howard's written and musical works with the publishers' names.
3. Blum, Fred. "East German Music Journals; A Checklist," Music Library
Association Notes. XU, No. 3 (June, I962), 399-410.
A checklist of music journals in East Germany. A few bibli¬
ographies are also listed of other works in music for this area.^
4. Clough, F. F., and Cuming, G. F. "Phonographic Periodicals,"
Music Library Association Notes. X7, No. 4 (September. 1958),
537-558.
A survey of some of the phonographic periodicals that are
issued outside the United States. These periodicals are listed
with addresses, descriptions of how the periodical is issued,
price, and a lengthy annotation of each. Information is also
given as to the language in which the periodical is written.
5. Colby, Edward E. "Sound Recordings in the Music Library: With
Special Reference to Record Archives," Library Trends. VII,
No. 4 (April, i960), 556-565.
Discussion of the use of recordings in the music library
with musicians and laymen. The physical media on which sound
is recorded are given consideration along with a brief history
of recordings. Problems of collecting materials for an archive
of sound recordings are dealt with in detail. Special archival
collections are cited. Benefits and opportunities for educational
research of an archive record collection are also given.
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6. Conger, Katherine. "Buying Records," Library Journal. LXXVI, No. 19
(November 1, 1951). 1779-1780.
Describes the facilities needed for the organization of a
record collection: amount of money, personnel, and selection
tools.
7* Coover, James B. "Reference Bibliography in the I&isic Library,"
Ml?ranLJEr.a&(iig. vin. No. 4 (April, i960). 519-527.
Discussion of the problons of bibliographers of music
materials: the proliferation of variant editions of music,
re-editing of music, and numerous transposed and arranged
works. Includes a list of the more important bibliographies
that have been compiled of music materials.
8. Cunningham, Virginia. "The International Code for Cataloging ^slc,
^kisic Library Association Notes. XVin. No. 4 (September, I961).
559-562.
Recommendaticms given for Cataloging music materials as
discussed in the meeting of the International Code for Music,
held on September I4, I961 in the Library of Congress in
Washington, D. C. Specific information given on the function
of the main entry for music materials in American and French
libraries.
9. "Dallas Jazz Program," Library Journal. I3XX71. No. 20 (November 15.
1961). 4024-4025.
Description of programs on Jazz for young people sponsored
by the Dallas (Texas) Public Library, including the various
aspects of jazz treated in this series of simoner programs and
the local and nationally known artiste presented in the programs
10. "Detroit Celebrates 1000 Nights of Music," Library Journal. LXX7II,
No 3 (February 1, 1952). 202.
Report of radio programs sponsored by the Detroit Public
Library in its attempt to make known to the public available
recordings in the music division of the library. Includes
discussions of the role of recordings in the music education
of the general public.
11. Dixon. M. 7. "Music Library Service," New Zealand Libraries. XIV,
No. 7 (August, 1951). 165-171.
Deals with the role of record libraries in stimulating
music library service. The types of records to be included
in a representative collection are mentioned along with
various practices of specific libraries regarding loan
regulations of recordings. Discusses the collections of the
Westminister Record Library and the Central Music Library, in
London, England.
12. Duchow, Ifervin. "Canadian Music Libraries, Some Observations,"
Music Library Association Notes. XVIII, No. 1 (December, i960
33-39.
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Discussion of the role of music libraries in Canada in
relation to the development of the musical life of the citizens,
citing specific libraries as exanrples. Problems in Canadian
music libraries are reported in addition to the groups of people
served by the libraries.
13. Duckies, Vincent. "The Music Librarian in 1960," Library Trends.
VIII. No. 4 (April, i960), 495-501*
Explanation and discussion of the role of music librarian-
ship in Europe as contrasted with that of the American music
librarian. Contains information also on the role and contri¬
butions of the (&isic Library Association in the United States
to the development of music librarianship.
14. Duckies, Vincent. "Problems of Music Library Equipment," Music
Library Association Notes. XI, No. 2 (March, 1954)* 213-223.
Greneral information on storage equipment and listening
facilities needed in a music library.
15. Duckies, Vincent. "Richard S. Hill, 190I-I961," Music Library
Association Notes. XVIII, No. 2 (Mhrch, I96I), 193-196.
A biographical sketch of Richard S. Hill, writer of music
literature including a complete list of Hill's works.
16. Duckies, Vincent. "The Teaching of Music Bibliography; A Consideration
of Basic Text Materials," Music Library Association Notes. XIX,
No. 1 (Winter, I962). 41-44*
Discusses the purpose of music bibliography including a
list of materials needed in the teaching of music bibliography
such as surveys, texts and syllabi.
17. Duckies, Vincent. "Welcome, IMS"I Music Library Association Notes.
XVIII. No. 3 (June, 1961). 381-382.
Comments taken from the welcome address to the International
^klsicological Society from the Music Library Association given
in New York on September 5‘th-12th, I961. Mention was made of
the project of the International Inventory of Musical Sources.
Contrast is also given of the fiinction of the music librarian
in the United States with the role of the European music
librarian.
18. Elmer, Minnie. "The Music Catalog as a Reference Tool," Library
Trends. VIII. No. 4 (April, i960), 529-538*
Deals with the reference function of the music catalog.
Discusses recommended means of making entries for individual
works of art, and further cites the advantages in a dictionary-
type catalog. Guides are given or listed which serve to relate
the contents of various music reference works.
19. Elmer, Minnie. "Notes on Catalogs and Cataloging in Some Major Music
Libraries of Moscow and Leningrad," Music Library Association Notes.
XVIII, No. 4 (September, I961), 545-557*
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A report on various libraries in Moscow and Leningrad.
Cataloging practices and techniques used in these libraries
which are different fron those in the United States are explained.
The t3rpe of shelving, training of music librarians, and the
printing of catalog cards in these libraries are dealt with in
detail.
20. Emerson, Caryl. "Music Services in a Medium-Sized Fublie Library
in Richmond, California," Library Trends. VIII, No. 4 (April,
i960), 595-603.
Discussion of the music- division of the Ricbmond, California
Public Library including: Location, physical accommodations,
administration, record collectioh, acquisitions program, cir¬
culation procedures and cooperation with various civic groups.
Special consideration is given to the record collection in this
library.
21. Focke, Mary Frances. "Music Buying Guide," Library Journal. laOCVI,
No. 19 (November 1, 1951). 1747-1757.
A basic and selective list including important categories
of all mediums. Publishers' names and prices are given for
each entry listed. The list is designed to meet the needs of
the small or medium-sized music library. Contains editions
which are relatively inexpensive and readily available.
22. Freed, Dorothy. "A Library Service in Music Scores," New Zealand
Libraries. XXIV. No. 4 (May. I961), 77-86.
Concerned with information on printed music in the form of
scores for music libraries. Discusses the advantages of a
national music library in coordinating the resources of musical
scores for the benefit of a large area, and with the cooperation
of individual music libraries.
23. Goldthwaite, Scott. "Classification Problems in Bibliographies of
Literature About Music," Library Quarterly. XVIII, No. 4
(October, 1948). 255-263.
Coiments on the need for a contemporary comprehensive
bibliography of literature about music. Gives a listing of
some bibliographies which may be found in various books on the
history of music. Discussion of problms encountered by
bibliographers in the area of music.
24. Haviland, Virginia. "The liisic Lovers," The Horn Book. XXVIII, No. 5
(October, 1952), 344-346.
Outlines a suggested program of listening for children from
ages nine to I3 which may be conducted by the music librazy.
Included also is a suggestive list of recordings that may be iused
in such a program.
25. Heckmann, Harold. "Archives of German Music History," Misic Library
Association Notes. XVI, No. 1 (December, 1958), 35-39.
A systematic inventory of the source materials for the
history of German music as made by the Berlin State Institute
for Musical Research.
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26. Henderson, George R. "D, C. Public Libirary Holds Composer Forxans,*
Library Journal. LXXV, No. 14 (August, 1950). 1313-1314*
Description of a series of composer forums initiated by the
Music Division of the public library in the District of Columbia.
Details are given as to the method used vdth such a program, and
the results obtained in response from the public.
27. Henderson, George R., and Linder, Dorothy. "Libr&ry Echoes in the
Conmunity,* Library Journal. LXEVI, No. 19 (November 1, 1951).
1741-1746.
Report of activities carried on by the public library of
the District of Columbia in carrying music beyond the walls of
its Misic Division in the library including: local symphony
and opera committees in plaiming programs; talks given by the
music librarian to civic groups; and sponsoring recorded concerts
and live music programs. Other libraries in the United States
with similar programs are cited.
28. Hess, Albert G. "The Cataloging of Music in the Visual Arts," ttoic
Library Association Notes. XI, No. 4 (September, 1954). 527-542*
Discussion of the importance of pictures, woodcuts, engravings,
and other works of art showing musical subjects and how they are
used in visual education. Gives a list of publications from
which such illustrations may be purchased.
29. Heyer, Anna Harriet. "Where to Train in Misic Librarianship," Library
Journal. IXXVI, No. I9 (November 1, 1951). 1786-1788.
Brief discussion of the reasons for the lack of attention
that has been given to music in library schools. Gives a listing
of institutions in the United States that offer individual
courses in music training.
30. Hodgson, Brenda. "New Music Libraries Operate in Britain," Library
Journal. IXXIV, No. 14 (August, 1949). 1112-1113.
Description of the music divisions of two public libraries
in London. Aspects of these libraries dealt with are the size
of the collections, regulations for borrowers, and equipment.
The two libraries are the Westminister Central Lending Library
and the Central Music Library.
31. Hood, B. G. "Music and Gramophone Records in Public Libraries,"
New Zealand Libraries. XIV, No. 7 (August, 1951). 172-183.
Gives information of the types of individuals who use recorded
music in the public library along with suggestions as to equip¬
ment for the record collection. Cites, particularly, the record
collection fovuad in the Wellington Public Library in New Zealand.
32. Hyatt, King. "The Scope of the Music Research Library," Library
Association Record. LIV (April, 1952). I26-I31.
Information giyen concerning the contents and aims of a music
research library. Types of works that should be included are
given, along with aids to cataloging these materials.
27
33* "International Association of Music Libraries," IMESCO Bulletin for
Libraries. XVI, No. 3 (May-June, 19^2), 154-155*
Report of a cooperative effort undertaken by the Music
Library Association in setting up cataloging rules for speciali2ed
music libraries and for sound and record libraries. Rules are
also given for making catalog cards for music meuauscripts.
34> Kingf A. H. "The International Inventory of Musical Sources,"
Journal of Documentation. XVII, No. 3 (September, I961), 137-142•
Report given of the project of the International Inventory
of Musical Sources sponsored by UNESCO. Details of the plan in
operation are given along with participant countries and rules
for participating in this cooperative venture. The purpose of
the project is stated to be that of formulating an index of
sources all over the world in which significant music materials
may be found.
35* Kownatsky, Iferry L. "Now They See as Well as Hear," Library Journal,
ixxrv. No. 12 (June 15. 1949). 965-968.
Description of a program sponsored by the Free Library of
Philadelphia consisting of a series of string quartets with the
complete score of the music flashed upon a screen for the
audience's viewing purposes. Details are given regarding the
audience's responses, problems encountered, and expenses of the
programs.
36. Knimmel, Donald W., and Coover, James B. "Current National Bibliographies,"
Music Library Association Notes. X7II, No. 3 (June, i960), 375-388«
Brief discussion of the music coverage of current national
bibliographies, followed by a listing of these bibliographies by
countries.
37. Lairrabee, Bernice B. "The Music Department of the Free Library of
Philadelphia," Library Trends. 7II, No. 4 (April, i960), 574-586.
Discussiwi of the history of the library, the type of clientele
served, physical accoomodations, administration, services, book
selection, special collections and special programs which it
sponsors.
38. La Rue, Jan. "I^slcal Exploration: The Tasks of Research Bibliography,"
Library Trends. VIII. No. 4 (April. 1960), 5IO-5I8.
Procedures involved in making bibliographies of music
materials are discussed. Cives also a list of references to
bibliographies of music.
39* "A Library of Music Scores at UCLA," California Library Association
Bulletin. VII, No. 4 (June, 1946), 148.
A report of the collection of music scores in this library
including types of music contained, housing facilities of the
collection, and efforts toward making a complete catalog of the
music library.
28
40. Lowens, lining, "The American Recordings Project Takes Shape," Music
Library Association Notes. XVIII, No. 2 (March, 19^1), 219.
A report of the project sponsored by the Music Library
Association involying the preparation of a new ccxnprehensive
history of American art music, including texts, scores and re¬
cordings*
41. McColvin, L* R. "Central I^isic Library," Library Association Record.
L (December, 1948)* 334-335.
Description giyen of the Central I&isic Library in London
including the size of the collection, regulations for borrowers,
and the types of music.
42. Mangahas, Ruby K. "The Uniyersity of the Philippines Music Library,"
Library Trends. VIII, No. 4 (April, i960), 587-594.
Aspects of the library discussed are its history, administra¬
tion, physical accamiodations, and functions in relation to the
uniyersity.
43. Martin, Alice M, "The Music Library - Physical Consideration,"
Library Journal. LXXV. No. 7 (April, 1950). 582.
Discussion of the physical facilities needed in organizing
the music library* The article is further concerned with the
types of rooms, special facilities, equipment and storage
facilities needed.
44. Miller, Irene. "Patterns of Growth in Public Music Libraries,"
Library Trends. VIII, No. 4 (April, i960). 547-555-
Deals with the problem of selection of music materials,
and the trends in the reorganization of music materials into
subject diyisions or departments. Tools used in this reorganiza¬
tion yenture are also listed.
45. Miller, Catherine Keyes, "Pictures Invade the Catalog for Iftisic,"
Library Journal. IXXI, No. 11 (June 1. I946). 804-805.
Description of a project undertaken by the Music Division
of the New York Public Library, that of placing thematic
incipits on the main catalog cards of individual works of
certain composers for the purpose of identification,
46. Molnar, John W. "A Collection of f^isic in Colonial Virginia: The
Ogle Inventory," The Mtaaieal Qaarterly. XLIX, No. 2 (April, I962),
150-162.
A comprehensive discussion of the music collection known as
the Inventory of Cuthbert Ogle located in Williamsburg, Virginia
including a history of the collection, a list of ccmpositions
in the inventory, and a list of compositions that are probably
included in the collection.
47* Moore, Celia. "Housing and Processing Phonograph Records," Library
Journal. IXXVI, No. 19 (November 1, 1951). 1781-1785*
A list of references for help in the selection of books
and periodicals in music. Information is given on the processing
procedures and the cataloging of records.
29
48. Moore, G. "A Library of Music Scores," Library Association Record.
LI (February, 1949)» 45-48.
A description of the West Biding County Library in California.
The collection of music scores is discussed in terms of its size,
types of music* seryices, and loan regulations.
49* Moore, Jerrold K. "The Historical Sound Recordings Program at Yale
Uniyersity,"J!faalg-Lihr?ry-AsSQ03,a1;igB.iyptejS. XIX, No. 2
(March, 19^2), 283-285.
Description and discussion of the historical sound record¬
ings program at Yale Dniyersity in terms of its purpose, clientele
served, history, and tjrpes of music included in the collection.
50. "Moravian Music Foundation to House Musical Americana Collection,"
Library Journal. IXmV. No. 1 (January 1, I961), 70.
A. discussion of the Moravian Music Foundation located in
Winston-Salem, North Carolina. This collection is treated in
terms of its size, mnphasis in certain types of music, and its
value as a research library for early American music. This is
followed by a brief description of the Irving Lowens Musical
Collection and its inclusion in the Moravian Music Foundation.
51. Moritz, Ralph. "Cataloging Phonograph Records for the Veterans
Hospital," Journal.of Cataloging and.Classification. V, No. 1
(Fall, 1948), 2-4.
A report of a cooperative effort between the special services
of the Veterans Administration and the Library of Congress in
cataloging records found in the Veterans Hospitals. Details
of the cataloging procedures are discussed together with the types
of music records found in these hospitals.
52. Murphy, RichardI M. "The Library in a Music School," Music Library
Association Notes. X, No, 4 (September, 1953), 537-545•
The role of the library located in a music school is dis¬
cussed in terms of the clientele, needs in materials, and
selection policies.
53* Nettl, Br\mo. ^Musicological Studies in American Ethnological Journals,"
Music Library Association Notes. XII, No. 2 (March, 1955) •
205-209.
A bibliography of American jovirnals of anthropology and folk¬
lore in which musicological information is available. These
journals are listed with specific articles cited.
54* Nicewonger, Harriet. "A Selected Bibliography on Music Librarian-
ship in the United States," U-brary Trends. VIII, No. 4 (April,
i960), 614-617.
Included in this bibliography is a listing of books and
articles on general aspects of music librarianship. The entries
are arranged chronologically in two lists. The first list con¬
sists of books and articles related to music librarianship in
30
public libraries. The second list is concerned with materials
on music librarianship in educational institutions.
55• Nienstedt, Joyce. "For Your Listening Comfort," Library Journal.
LOJ, No. 22 (December 15, 1950), 2113-2115.
Discussion of the physical facilities, equipment, and
materials needed for the planning of a music library,
particularly for a listening room. The plan given is the one
used by the public library in Iowa City, Iowa.
56. "Recent Developments in Music Libraries in Colleges and Universities,"
Peabody Journal of Education. XXVI, No. 4 (January, 1949),
232-236,
Discussion of theMuftic Library Association in terms of its
purposes and organizational structure. This is followed by a
survey of the trends in music libraries in terms of materials,
physical acccanmodations, services rendered to the public,
training of personnel, and the organization and care of materials,
57• Riedesel, Lea, "Expanding Horizons," Iowa Library {Quarterly. XI7,
No. 7 (October, 1950), II6-II8.
Outline of facilities needed in setting up a music depart¬
ment in the small public library. Suggestions are given as to
the type of personnel to be employed, materials needed and
eguipsuent. These suggestions are based upon the plan used in
the Music Division in the Des Moines Public Library.
58, Ringering, Leona. "Music for the Family," Illinois Libraries.
XXXIV, No. 3 (March, 1958), IO7-IO8.
Information given as to the means through which music may
be important and culturally rewarding in the home. Suggestions
included for various games and practices that may be used with
children in the hone and in the music division of the library
in making them aware, early, of music in their lives,
59* Rubsamen, Walter. "Unusual Music Holdings of Libraries of the
West Coast," Music Library Assoclaticai Notes. X, No. 4
(September, 1953), 54^-554*
A description is given of various musical rairities con¬
centrated on the West Coast. The libraries are given with
listings of their valuable materials in music.
60, Shepard, Brooks. "Building a Collection to Meet the Needs of
Research Scholars in Music," Library Trends. VIII, No. 4
(April, i960), 539-546.
Suggestions for materials needed in a research library of
music along with possible sources of securing such materials.
61, Shepard, Brooks. "Problems of Music Library Administration," ffosic
Library Association Notes. XI, No. 3 (June, 1954), 359-365.
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Discussion is centered around advantages and disadvantages
of centralization as well as decentralization in music libraries.
Stresses the point of a well selected and well managed music
collection.
62. Smith, Elizabeth and Watanabe, Ruth T, "The Music Library in its
Physical Aspects," Library Trends. 7III, No. 4 (April, i960),
604-613,
The physical aspects of music libraries are discussed in¬
cluding the size of the library, the collection, staff quarters,
and placement of the building.
63. Smith, Greta. "Selection and Purchase of Music Materials," Library
Journal. LXXVI, No. I9 (November 1, 1951). 1775-1776.
Lists reference tools that may be used in selecting books
for the music library. Recommendations for certain procedures
are also given concerning the purchasing of these materials;
followed by suggestions related to the handling of gifts in the
music library,
64. Spiess, Lincoln Bunce. "A New Misic Library in St. Louis,” Music
Library Association Notes. XIX, No. 1 (December, 1961), 39-46.
Description of the Gaylord Misic Library at Washington
University in St. Louis in terms of the size of the collection,
equipnent, facilities and designs of the building, along with
pictures of the interior.
65. Spivacke, Harold. "The Misic Division of the Library of Congress,"
Libr^y Trends. VIII, No. 4 (April, i960), 566-573*
A brief history of the Music Division of the Library of
Congress Is given along with special services rendered, lists
prepared, and activities.
66. Stevenson, Gordon, "The Cost of Imported Scores," Library Resources
and Technical Services. VI, No. 4 (Vail, 1962), 32O-330,
Cites the importance and need for imported scores by
United States libraries. Discussion of the cost of imported
scores as related to the cost of postafee, and discounts re¬
ceived by using United States dealers. Gives a list of
guides for ordering imported scores.
67. Stevenson, Gordon. "Training for Music Librarianship; A Survey of
Current Opportunities," Library Trends. VIII, No. 4 (April, i960),
502-509.
List of schools in the United States that offer special
courses in music librarianship. This is followed by a list of
references from which more information may be obtained on music
librarianship.
68. Thieme, Mary S., and Darius, L. "Current Catalogs frcmi the Music
World," Music. Library Association Notes. XX, No. 1 (Winter, I962),
48-52.
A list of cvirrent catalogs from the music world including
catalogs of music dealers, music publishers, record dealers and
record manufacturers.
32
69. Tilly, Dorothy. "You and Your Music," Library Journal. LXXYI, No. 19
(November, 1951). 1774-1775 •
A discussion of the administration of the music library
as a part of a public library covering maintenance costs, pro¬
cessing, equipment, loan regulations, and reader* advisory
services.
70. Vogt, Howard. "Invitation to Listening," Illinois Libraries. XL,
No. 2 (February, 1958). 157-158.
A report of the Swen Franklin Parson Library at Northern
Illinois University. Discussed are the equipment in the mvisic
room, the record collection, the book collection, activities
and cataloging procedures used with recordings.
71. Vybomy, Zdenek. "Czech Music Literature Since World War II," Music
Library Associatipn Notes. XVI, No. 4 (September, 1959), 539-54^.
A selective bibliography with brief cenmentaries for the
years 1945-1958. Publishing agencies are indicated for
each entry. The list contains names of periodicals, hand¬
books, music histories, works on Czech musicians, fcnreign
musicians and miscellaneous works.
72. Whiteley, Margaret. "Music in the Public Library: Seme Problems,"
South.African_Libraries. IV, No. 3 (January, 1951), 91-93*
Discussion of the clientele served by music divisions in
public libraries, followed by a brief listing and discussion of
problems encoimtered in the purchasing of music materials.
73. Whiteley, Margaret and Aremband, £. "Seme Books on Music for the
Smaller Library," South African Libraries. XXIII, No. 1 (July,
1955). 7-11.
List of books designed to help the music librarian in
selecting materials. The list was compiled from a practical
point of view, smd includes only books on the general aspects
of music that are recemmended for the laymen consumer.
74. Wilkinson, G, E. "Song Music in a Training College Library,"
New Zealand Libraries. XIV, No. 5 (June, 1951), 113-11^.
Description of a collection of song music found in the
music library of the Dunedin Training College in New Zealand.
The collection is discussed in terms of the types of music
included, cataloging and loan regulations*
75. "Tbe World's Most Remarkable Collection of Orchestral Music,"
Etude. IXVII, No. 4 (April. 1949). 219-220.
Lengthy description of the Edwin A. Fleisher Music Collection
in the Free Library of Philadelphia covering its history, size,
loan policies, and catalog.
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